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Acid/Base 
Physiology
WHAT IT IS, HOW IT WORKS, AND WHY YOU SHOULD KNOW

SHANE BAIRD, PARAMEDIC

Objectives

 Define acid/base balance

 Identify different parameters controlling pH

 Differentiate the 4 categories of acid/base 
derangement

 Appreciate the significance of mixed disorders

 Recall principles for assessment and treatment of 
patients

First, a little chemistry…

 Acids and bases are defined in terms of pH

 pH is the measure of the ability of a substance to 
produce or absorb H+ ions in water

 pH is a logarithmic scale

 Acids and bases are defined by:

 Strength of the substance: how likely it is to give up 
the ions in water

 Concentration: how much there is in the solution

 Both factors affect measured pH!

pH? What?!

 pH is defined as the negative logarithm of the 
concentration of hydrogen ion in water

 If there are 1x100 (or 1) hydrogen ions, then the pH 
is 0 (acid)

 If there are 1x10-14 (or 0.00000000000001) 
hydrogen ions, then the pH is 14 (base)

 Pure water dissociates very slightly on its own

 The concentration of hydrogen ion in pure water 
is 0.0000001, or 1x10-7, or pH of 7 (neutral)

 The amount of OH- is the inverse of H+

pH Examples: Strength vs 
Concentration

 Sulfuric acid (H2SO4) is a strong acid 
which dissociates almost completely 
into H+ and HSO4

-

 A fully concentrated solution of 
Sulfuric acid is pH 0

 If you dilute that solution 10 times, it 
becomes pH 1

 If you dilute it 100 times, it 
becomes pH 2

 Acetic acid (CH3CO2H) is a weak 
acid which incompletely dissociates 
into H+, CH3CO2

-, and CH3CO2H

 Concentrated Acetic acid is 
about pH 2

 Diluted 10 times = pH 3

 Diluted 100 times = pH 4

That’ll buff out…
 Buffering occurs when a strong 

acid/base is added to a weak 
acid/base

 Because a weak compound 
doesn’t dissociate completely, it 
has a “reserve” to react

 When the dissociated portions 
react and neutralize, more of the 
compound dissociates to maintain 
the concentration of the ions

 Practical application: A strong 
acid can be added to a weak 
base solution without changing 
the pH much
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Okay, so how does that 
work in the body?

 The body maintains a tightly controlled pH range

 This range is vital to:

 Keep all the ionic components of the body 
(electrolytes) where they are supposed to be

 Keep proteins (especially enzymes) functioning 
properly

 Many processes in the body produce significant 
amounts of acid

 The body uses buffering to keep the pH from being 
overly disturbed (Swan and Pitts experiment)

 Buffering can’t completely compensate for 
acid/base issues

Where do acids come 
from?

 Carbon dioxide (CO2) is 
produced by most cells 
in the body as a result of 
aerobic metabolism

 Lactic acid is produced 
by cells during 
anaerobic metabolism

 Gastric acid is produced 
by cells in the stomach

 Breakdown of fats and 
proteins produces 
ketones, which are 
acidic

Where do bases come 
from?

 Bicarbonate is produced 
by the liver during 
processing of many 
acids

 Digestive enzymes from 
the pancreas and the 
liver are basic to 
neutralize stomach acid

 The kidneys produce 
bicarbonate in order to 
excrete acid

Basic process

 Carbon dioxide is 
produced by 
metabolism

 CO2 + H2O = H2CO3 = 
HCO3

- + H+

 CO2 is transported as 
HCO3

- , bound to 
hemoglobin, and in 
solution

 In the lungs, CO2 is 
exhaled

CO2 + H2O = H2CO3 = HCO3
- + H+

CO2 + H2O = HCO3
- + H+

But because the H2CO3 is negligible, this 
equation is typically simplified to: 

Oxyhemoglobin
dissociation curve

 Hemoglobin’s affinity for 
oxygen changes based on 
several factors

 In the presence of lowered 
pH, the affinity decreases

 In higher pH, the affinity 
increases

 So:

 At the tissues (slightly acid), 
the oxygen likes to jump off

 In the lungs (slightly basic), 
the oxygen likes to jump on

 Also, hemoglobin’s ability to 
buffer is inversely proportional 
to oxygen content
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How do we measure all 
this?
 Primary lab results:

 pH 7.35-7.45

 CO2 35-45

 HCO3
- 22-26

Respiratory disorders

 Respiratory acidosis exists 
when the measured CO2 is 
higher than expected

 Respiratory acidosis is always
caused by reduced 
ventilation

 Respiratory alkalosis exists 
when the measured CO2 is 
lower than expected

 Respiratory alkalosis is always
caused by increased 
ventilation

 Respiratory response to a 
metabolic problem is 
compensation!

Metabolic disorders

 Metabolic acidosis exists 
when HCO3

- levels are 
lower than expected

 Metabolic acidosis is 
caused when the amount 
of acid increases relative 
to bicarbonate

 Metabolic alkalosis exists 
when HCO3

- levels are 
higher than expected

 Metabolic alkalosis is 
caused when the amount 
of acid decreases relative 
to bicarbonate

Compensatory processes

 Acid from any source is buffered by 
hemoglobin and bicarbonate

 Bicarbonate buffering causes 
increased CO2 production

 Increased CO2 causes increased 
respiratory drive

 More slowly, the kidneys work to 
excrete H+ and resorb/create HCO3

-

 The liver metabolizes acid anions 
(lactate, pyruvate, ketones) into 
HCO3

-

 So:

 Buffering compensation happens 
almost instantly

 Respiratory compensation 
happens very quickly

 Renal/hepatic compensation 
happens more slowly

A few simple rules…

 Compensation, no matter how efficient, is never 
complete

 CO2 and HCO3
- levels move together: the “see-

saw”

 pH levels move opposite CO2 and HCO3
- in 

respiratory problems

 pH levels move with CO2 and HCO3
- in metabolic

problems

 Buffering happens nearly instantly/invisibly

 CO2 changes occur within minutes

 HCO3
- changes happen within hours to days

Respiratory Acidosis 
Causes

 CNS depressants

 Neurological injury

 COPD

 Asthma (yes and no)

 Hypoventilation of 
obesity 

 Neuromuscular disorders

 Lung injury/infection
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Implications of respiratory 
acidosis
 In addition to the cause, increased carbon 

dioxide can cause:

 Increased cerebral blood flow

 Sedative affects

 Shifting of the oxyhemoglobin curve

Respiratory Alkalosis 
Causes

 Stimulants

 Neurological injury

 Sympathetic tone

 Anxiety/psychological 
issues

 Pregnancy (chronic)

Implications of respiratory 
alkalosis
 In addition to the primary problem, respiratory 

alkalosis can also cause:

 Neurological disturbances (classic signs of 
hyperventilation)

 Decreased cerebral blood flow

 Shifting of the oxyhemoglobin curve

Metabolic Acidosis 
Causes

 KULT (additional acid)

 Ketones (DKA, alcoholic 
ketoacidosis)

 Uremia (renal failure)

 Lactic acid (anerobic
metabolism)

 Toxins (alcohols, 
cyanide, iron, toluene, 
salicylates, isoniazid)

 Loss of bicarbonate

 Kidney problems

 Diarrhea

 Acetazolamide

Metabolic acidosis 
implications
 In addition to the primary problem, acidosis can 

cause:

 Absorption of calcium from the skeleton

 Shifting of electrolytes, particularly potassium

 Peripheral vasodilation

 Resistance to catecholamines

Metabolic Alkalosis 
Causes

 Vomiting

 Bicarbonate infusion

 Diuretics (some)

 Respiratory rebound 
alkalosis

 Hypokalemia
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Implications of metabolic 
alkalosis

 Renal management of bicarbonate is very efficient-
the bucket effect

 Two issues:
 Maintaining an alkalosis requires a significant ongoing 

metabolic problem

 The body has little ability to deal with alkalosis not 
corrected by renal compensation

 Effects:
 Decreased mental status

 Decreased myocardial contractility

 Arrhythmias

 Hypoxia (due to compensatory hypoventilation)

 Hypercapnia

Complex disorders

 The difference between 
–osis and –emia…

 Respiratory/Metabolic

 Metabolic/Metabolic

 Respiratory/Metabolic/ 
Metabolic

 Food for thought: If a 
person has an acidosis 
and an alkalosis that 
perfectly balance (i.e. 
pH, CO2 and HCO3

- are 
normal), are they still 
sick?

Okay, so how do I use 
this?

 Exact diagnosis of 
acid/base disorders 
requires lab values

 What lab values can we 
get in the field???   
CAPNOGRAPHY!!

 Is what I’m seeing the 
problem?  Or is it 
compensation?

 What are my treatment 
goals?

 Patient 
assessment/context is 
the key

The future…

 Currently, field medicine 
understanding of acid 
base is poor

 New tools (i.e. field 
useable lab instruments) 
will make it vital to 
understand these 
principles

 Changing healthcare 
paradigms will require 
field medical providers 
to evaluate and treat 
acid/base 
derangements
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